ARMOUR CAGERS END SEASON BY DEFEATING CHICAGO TECH IN FAST, HARD Fought Game

Captain Robin, Ott, O’Connor, Rutkowski, and Settger Buy Under Tech

Bannin for Last Time

RIVALS AHEAD UNTIL FINALS

Armour College entered the 1989-90 basketball season with a 22-0 victory over Chicago Tech in their first game played at DePaulite gym last Thursday. The victory was marked by the last appearance of Captain Robin, Ott, O’Connor, Rutkowski, and Settger buy Under Tech

This final victory boosted Armour’s record to 10-10. Only five defeats have been inflicted on the team this season, giving the team the distinction of being the best team in the Midwest in the last five years.

Hard, Hitting Game

In a hard-fought, fast-paced battle, Armour and Chicago Tech were combination of these men and women as they marched onto the court to do battle. The final score was 74-70 in favor of Armour. At the final buzzer, both teams held a high level of desire to continue and to hold the lead against the opposing team. In the final seconds of the game, both teams grappled for the ball, which increased its own power when the final whistle blew.

Bannin’s three throw followed by another three-point throw gave Armour a three-point lead in the final minute of the game. Chicago Tech was soon able to tie the score and manage to pile up a lead on Armour in the final minute, but they required the final three throws to be made to reach the final score.

Arms Loading Until Last

Noticed by Bob and Bannin after the final buzzer, the players assumed the first half of Armour within the final minute of the game. The final few seconds before the final buzzer were grappled for by Armour with the three points lead in their favor. With the final buzzer, Armour retained a three-point lead over Chicago Tech.

Begin Preparation For Spring Concert

Nearly all of the campus musical groups have been preparing for the Spring Concert to take place this coming spring. The Spring Concert is a tradition that has been carried over from the last year during junior week. Creation of the musical groups has been under the direction of the Armour College Musical Arts Center, which is responsible for the organization of the Interfraternity Band. The Armour College Musical Arts Center is the organization that has been in charge of the musical groups in recent years.

The Armour College Musical Arts Center has been known to introduce new features, thus increasing variety and duration.

Senior Citizens Enter Contest

Professor Huntley’s senior class in psychology class has been a focus of this month’s contest organized by the Armour College Evening Student Association (ECA). The contest is open to all senior citizens in the area.

On the first day of the contest, the professor will judge the entries submitted by the senior citizens. On the third day, the professor will select the winner of the contest. The winner will be announced on the fourth day of the contest.

Marksmen Lead in Tribune Meet

At the end of three rounds of shooting, the Tribune Caucasians lead in three out of four categories, sponsored by the Tribune American Institute of Business and Engineering.

A pair of fifty rounds was to be offered for the men’s division, sponsored by the Chicago Tribune American Institute of Business and Engineering. The pair of fifty rounds was to be offered for the men’s division, sponsored by the Chicago Tribune American Institute of Business and Engineering.

The team is confident of winning the championship of Illinois. At present, the official total score of our squad is 147 points ahead of the nearest competitor, the Illinois High Schoolers.

If you continue to stress as an executive for the balance of the season, the squad may say that the Armour combination have the tools to win the final game.

The squad has a total of forty-two percent of the Armour College Evening Student Association’s original members. The squad has a total of forty-two percent of the Armour College Evening Student Association’s original members.

Don’t miss this opportunity to see the team in action as they compete in the Illinois High Schoolers.

WOODRUFF, TRIBUNE WRITER TO BE GUEST OF HONOR AT ANNUAL PRESS CLUB SMOKER

Noted Humorist to Display Wit and Wisdom To Staff Members of Armour Publications

SCHOLLER TO RELATE EXPERIENCES

Armour Enrolls 24 New Students

Armour Institute is a popular place even during the summer. As soon as summer started to drop, Armour quickly became a popular place for new students. As soon as summer started to drop, Armour quickly became a popular place for new students.

Arms now has a total enrollment of 24 new students who are expected to enroll in Armour Institute. Engineering is expected to be the most popular field of study for new students, followed by Business and Commerce.

In addition to the fall semester,...
"The Slipstick"

Close to "The Slipstick," let the Slipstick fly where it may.

EVEN MAN TO HIS OWN

Some are for Ireland. Others look to Greece. But most of us look to Germany. For both our hearts are in the war.


eye of the sea

It was in Arizona, where the snow covered the mountains, and the valley was filled with mist, there he found his peace. He settled down to a life of solitude, spending his days in quiet reflection.


eye of the sea

The Slipstick, a small object that appears to be a kite, is described as being near the seashore. The text mentions that it is "close to the sea" and "let the Slipstick fly where it may." This could be a poetic or metaphorical description, possibly symbolizing freedom or the passage of time.


eye of the sea

This page seems to be discussing a personal reflection on the war and the author's connection to it. The mention of different countries and their perspectives on the war adds depth to the text, reflecting the broader context of the time.


eye of the sea

The text also contains references to specific locations and events, such as Arizona and its snowy mountains, which may reflect a personal experience or a historical event.


eye of the sea

The overall tone of the text is reflective and perhaps somewhat nostalgic, given the context of the war. It seems to be a contemplation of the author's place in the world and their thoughts on the current events.
Arts News

We've heard of Argyle's immortal "hustler" and his "Hall of Fame," but we really think that they have the best "hustler" and his "Hall of Fame." What we're talking about is the Argyle basketball team, which has been noted for its ability to "hustle." The team's success is due to the hard work and dedication of its members, who spend long hours practicing to hone their skills.

Inquiries Reporting

Question: What do you think of the night lighting system that has been installed in the area near the high school? Do you think it's a good idea to install such systems in other areas of the city?

In response to this question, Mr. John Smith, a local business owner, expressed his thoughts. He believes that night lighting systems can be beneficial, as they can help reduce crime and increase safety in the area. However, he also pointed out some potential drawbacks, such as increased energy consumption.

FRATERNITY NOTES

Kappa Sigma

The following pigeons were initiated last Friday into Alpha Kappa Xi of Phi Sigma Kappa: Donald E. Anderson, FFE 24; Carl H. Sonder, FPE 39; Paul E. Thomsen, FPE 39; and Paul J. Thompson, FPE 39. The initiation ceremony was held at the Kappa Sigma Fraternity house on Friday night. The new members were welcomed into the fraternity with a formal cake-cutting ceremony and a traditional pledge ceremony.

NEW BOOKS

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

by: Amadeo France

In his latest book, Amadeo France, a renowned scholar in the field of international relations, explores the complex dynamics of global politics. The book delves into the historical roots of the current international system and examines the challenges and opportunities that arise from the interplay of national interests and global forces.

THETA XI

A radio dance is to be held at the chapter house this Saturday evening, February 28th. The dance will feature music from the Theta XI chapter and will provide an opportunity for members to socialize and have a good time.

Metallurgy Lab On Location

In a recent general assembly of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, it was decided to establish a new laboratory in the lab, which will be dedicated to the study of metals and materials.

ACCOUNTS

In the March 1931 issue of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, a new laboratory was established at the University of Illinois. The laboratory was dedicated to the study of metals and materials, and it quickly became one of the leading centers for research in this field.

Radio Association Meets Next Friday

Next Friday, at 10:00 AM in the Radio Lecture Room, the American Radio Association will be hosting a meeting at which plans for the construction of the Institute radio station will be discussed. The station, which is now in operation, is under the direction of E. G. Doone, an expert in radio engineering. Anyone interested in becoming a member of the Association should attend this meeting.

Senior Committee News

The Announcement Committee of the Student Chapter will hold a meeting today at the Sigma Kappa Delta House. This meeting will take place at 1:00 PM. All members of the committee should be present for the policy of the committee will be developed.

Among the members of the Student Chapter are the great students, who are always ready to help others.

Where will the two slanting lines meet if the shorter one is continued? Good eyes are needed for this one.

In his book "Eyes Fool You But Taste Tells the Truth," he delves into the complexities of visual perception and the nature of taste. Through a series of engaging anecdotes and thought-provoking experiments, he demonstrates how our eyes can be deceived, while our taste remains true to reality.

Your eyes may fool you but your taste tells the truth!

Milder...and better taste

They satisfy.
ARTMOUR TECH NEWS

LOYOLA DEFEATS TECH TRACK MEN IN DUAL MEET, 55-22

Wins Seven First Places; Avenges Last Year's Defeat

C. J. JENS WINS SHOT PUT

Locust University, winning seven first places, defeated Tech in its first meeting of the dual meet season. The meet was held in the Jack Good Pavilion Gymnasium.

C. J. Jens of Armour topped first place in the shot put event with a throw of 19 feet. He also easily set the distance for the season. This was the first time he had been in first place in the long jump.

ARMOUR Relay Wins

K. R. Son and R. E. Hard took second and third place respectively in the 440-yard dash. The event was won by Milton of Ohio in 48.9 seconds.

ARMOUR's four-man relay team, composed of A. R. Smith, R. J. B. Hirsch, and Captain C. J. Jens, won the first time, setting a new school record of 47.6 seconds, running each lap in approximately 11 seconds.

C. B. Breuss, out-star of the University of Iowa, was field judge of all events. He holds the world's record of 26 seconds for the 100-yard dash without starting block.

C. F. Fox Out Indefinitely

C. F. Fox will not cut out track competition for several weeks because of a foot injury. He is unable to take part in the competition in the high jump and the 440-yard dash.

INDIVIDUAL WINNERS—

108 Yard Dash—Win by Armour
220 Yard Dash—Win by Armour
440 Yard Dash—Win by Armour
Hurdles—Win by Armour
High Jump—Win by Armour
Long Jump—Win by Armour
Shot Put—Win by Armour
Discus—Win by Armour
Hammer—Win by Armour
Pole Vault—Win by Armour
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